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Primal Strength 7ft
Olympic Weight Lifting

Bar, Rated 400kg (Black)

£167.00

Product Images

Short Description

With it's medium to firm 'whip' this 7ft Olympic bar from Primal Strength is a superb entry level bar or
multiple purchase bar for commercial CrossFit studios or gyms. High quality for a lot less than usual Olympic
bar prices, the only slight negative is that it is tested only up to 400kg - which for strength gyms may not be
enough.

Why Choose This 7ft Olympic Bar?
With it's 29mm grip and clverly placed knurl grip positions that ensure you can hold the bar however sweaty
your palms, you also get quite a low spin from the sleeves. It comes with Allen Key bolt fixings and whilst an
entry bar, performs well in any environment. With a 1 year light commercial warranty, you also get the needle
bearings as standard.
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Key Features
7ft Olympic Bar
Black colour
Rated up to 400kg
50mm end sleeves (Olympic standard)
29mm Grip
Multiple Knurl Positions

We Give You More...
GymEquipment.co.uk also include the following :

FREE Delivery to Mainland UK over £100*
No Deposit - 0% Finance over £500

* Mainland UK excluding Northern Ireland and Highlands, IM and JE postcodes

Limits to the Warranty
The light commercial warranty is quite prescriptive. You only have this warranty against bending if the bar
hasn’t been damaged. This damage could be due to using incorrectly, storing badly or even reckless use by
users such as dropping the bar on a bench, on to spotter arms or on to j-hooks that are not rubber protected.

Additional Information

SKU PSBA0011

Weight 20.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Light Commercial Use

Warranty

The Primal 7ft Olympic Bar has a one-year light
commercial/home warranty; the warranty is only valid
against bending if the bar hasn’t been damaged due to
negligent or faulty use, poor storage or handling by the
user. Negligent or faulty use includes drop
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